
What you say counts!
IAP in collaboration with Inside Time / September 2017

Keeping Safe

Keeping safe, what is it all about? 
No one wants anyone to suffer the pain 
of suicide in prison and the terrible 
impact such a bleak death has on family, 
friends, fellow prisoners and prison staff. 
Everyone wants to turn the rising tide of 
self-harm in our jails. And yet last year 
113 men and 12 women took their own 
lives in custody in England and Wales 
and there were well over 40,000 incidents 
of self-harm - the worst figures ever 
recorded.

In February this year the Independent 
Advisory Panel on Deaths in Custody 
(IAP) and Inside Time began collaborat-
ing to help keep people in prison safe. 
Supported by the Samaritans, the IAP 
called on Inside Time readers to tell us 
how best to prevent suicide and self-harm. 
Quite simply we wanted to hear from pris-
oners because you are experts by expe-
rience - you see and hear and know things 
about life behind bars that others don’t 
- and what you say counts.

Clear solutions
By July, we had heard from over 150 pris-
oners across 60 prisons in England and 
Wales as well as submissions from four 
Scottish prisons and a secure hospital. 
We also received a submission from pris-
oners’ families in the North East via the 
charity Nepacs. We heard from Samaritan 
Listeners, Insiders and Peer Mentors who 
day in day out help other prisoners in 
distress. We heard from people who had 
felt hopeless and desperate who explained 
what had helped them to cope. We heard 
from those who were angry about the 
state of prisons and the unmet needs of 
many prisoners and we heard from peo-
ple who were sad and grieving about the 
death of a friend or a family member. 
Above all we heard from prisoners who 
had sensible ideas about ways to prevent 
avoidable deaths in custody, offered clear 
solutions and shared our determination 
to keep people safe.

Preventing self-harm and suicide in 
prison - what you told us
From your letters and recorded messages 
sent via Prison Radio, ten main themes 
stood out. More of you wrote about the 
importance of good relations with staff 
than anything else. Many of you wrote 
about the damaging impact of staff cuts, 
exhaustion, low morale, no time to talk 

and more lock-up, as well as the loss of 
experienced staff - people like the, “one 
particular officer who can tell just by talk-
ing to me how my mood is. He notices if I 
am down, if I don’t eat, if I don’t socialise.” 
There were some inspiring accounts of 
where a life had been saved by the com-
passion and humanity of an officer. At 
the same time, we were very concerned 
about examples of disrespect, of officers 
laughing at prisoners or even goading 
them in one or two instances to harm 
themselves. The messages you have for 
the Ministry of Justice and the Prison 
Service are clear: recruit and retain 
enough good, decent people, train, sup-
port and supervise them to meet stand-
ards set and establish and maintain safe 
staffing levels for each prison.

Mental health
Almost half of your letters and phone 
messages were about mental health. “Jail 
is not a mental hospital. Well it shouldn’t 
be. But it is at present.” Alongside calls 
for prompt assessment and diversion into 
treatment, solutions offered included lis-
tening, counselling, peer support, med-
ication, increased exercise and activity 
and ensuring that the ACCT process 
(Assessment, Care in Custody, and 
Teamwork) is more than just a box-ticking, 
back-covering exercise. These were ech-
oed in recommendations to respond to 
basic needs for fresh air, decent food, sleep 
- and improve regimes to allow for better 
first night and induction arrangements, 
more time out of cell, purposeful activity 
and a revised IEP scheme that would be 
less punitive and instead encourage and 
reward responsible behaviour.

Families matter
You stressed the importance of family 
contact in preventing suicide and self-
harm. Proposed improvements included 
being located closer to home, in cell tele-
phones and internet access. Some people 
were under particular pressure. One man 
serving an IPP sentence wrote, “I don’t 
see any light at the end of the tunnel.” 
Another wrote: “This is nothing but torture 
of the highest order.” Many of you live in 
fear of “the epidemic called Spice” and 
the debts and violence that go with it, too 
often feeling that “the dealers have the 
upper hand.” Ministers are being asked 
in the strongest terms to get to grips both 
with this unjust lingering sentence and 
with unsafe and unhealthy prison envi-
ronments.

What's happened so far and what hap-
pens next?
The government has a duty to hold people 
safely in custody and to take active steps 
to protect life. Since February, the IAP has 
been talking to Health and Justice Ministers, 
officials, governors and staff about your 
insights and solutions. They have been 
presented as evidence in Parliament. Now 
this Inside Time special report, together 
with a more detailed IAP briefing showing 
how your recommendations are under-
pinned by, amongst others, the Prisons 
and Probation Ombudsman, HM Chief 
Inspector of Prisons, the Chief Coroner 
and the National Audit Office, will go to 
the Justice Secretary David Lidington MP 
for his serious consideration. 

Keeping on Keeping Safe
Our report on preventing the deaths of 
women in custody has already led to 
regime improvements and a prison ser-
vice checklist of further action to be 
taken. At the outset we promised that 
‘Keeping Safe’ was not a one-off. We know 
that you need to see more than just words 
on a page and instead experience real 
change and improvements in safer cus-
tody. Working with Inside Time, Prison
Radio and Kathy Baker, founder of the 
Samaritan Listeners, we will keep you in 
touch with progress made. You have 
shown that there is such a strong deter-
mination to change things for the better: 
“It would be really nice for me to know that 
I have helped and contribute to the solu-
tions, as opposed to complaining about 
things and getting down.” - “I am 100% 
serious. I will come and work with Governors 
and Prisons to help you help us.” This report 
demonstrates that together we can prevent 
suicide and self-harm in prison. A huge 
thank you to everyone who has contributed.  

Juliet Lyon

l Maintain a 
decent, safe, clean 
environment 

l Set up an emergency 
contact line for 
families and friends

l Tackle not 
tolerate bullying 
and threats 

l Review everyone still 
serving an IPP sentence 
with a view to release

Meeting mental health needs 
and improving wellbeing
“Jail is not a mental hospital. Well, it 
shouldn’t be. But it is at present.”

Very many (45%) of your letters and phone messages were 
about mental health, and the need for treatment. Some 
questioned the use of imprisonment for people who are 
mentally ill, those with learning disabilities and people 
suffering from dementia. One recommended pre-sentence 
reports with a proper assessment of mental state leading to 
‘an informed decision about sentences. By doing this it may 
be possible to avoid elderly people with dementia or similar 
conditions being put in prison, not understanding where they 
are and harming themselves as a result. An example of this 
was a gentleman who thought he had been locked in his ‘office’ 
and beat his hands and head against the cell door most of the 
night. This resulted in both physical and, I believe, mental 
harm to that person.’

Respondents wrote that prison staff frequently viewed pris-
oners struggling with mental health issues as ‘attention 
seekers’, ‘time wasters’ or ‘trouble makers’, rather than peo-
ple requiring help or medical interventions. One respondent 
noted that, even if it is agreed that mental health support is 
needed, it can take up to three months to be assessed by the 
mental health team.

Many said that staffing levels need to be improved to ensure 
prisoners’ access to NHS services inside and outside prison. 
Medication needs to be got right at the outset. A prisoner 
wrote: “The removal of my HIV treatment led to all manner 
of arguments.” And the IAP received the phone message: 
“Me personally, I think its to do with medications. People’s 
medications getting tampered with. People getting stopped 
on meds, not getting given right meds Coming in the first night 
not being able to see a doctor.”

One prisoner proposed a system where staff would “listen to 
prisoners’ medical and psychological issues and provide 
counselling.” Another wrote: ‘Since coming to prison my 
paperwork says I’m a risk of self harm/suicide. Until I asked 
for help after 5 years in prison no one had spoken to me about 
this. Now I’ve been offered some counselling from mental 
health. This is a really good idea for people and should be 
used more as a lot of time just been able to speak to someone 
is enough to get you through that day.’

A negative consequence of coming forward to staff and 
disclosing personal information was highlighted: “I eventu-
ally did ask for help and got put on anti-depressants. They 
have been good for me but the parole dossier makes it out that 
I can’t cope without tablets and so am a risk. I would have 
been better not to tell anyone.”

One writer commented that prisoners with a dual diagnosis 
of, for example, drug addiction and mental health issues are 
not well managed: “… many individuals are forced to detox 
when they are clearly not ready and when others struggle with 
their addiction, they are offered no help or support. I feel that 
individually tailored treatment and care is a luxury that can 
no longer be afforded in these times of austerity. Many more 
will lose their lives as prisons are being used as human ware-
houses and these drug infested environments are not condu-
cive to rehabilitation.”

A number of you proposed therapeutic group work, peer 
assistance and mentoring/befriending. One person wrote: “I’ve 
had cause to applaud the Government’s recognition of mental 
health wellbeing issues, none more so than the recognition of 
PTSD [post-traumatic stress disorder] in ex-service personnel.”

Many of you said that the way to improve mental 
health treatment and wellbeing is by: 

l  Focussing on preventative work and diversion into 
treatment;
l  Ensuring a timely response by trained mental 
health teams including appointed counsellors and 
introducing mental health awareness and emergen-
cy response training for all staff;
l  Tailoring drug treatment, maintenance and detox 
to needs of individuals.
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Prison staff and the need for 
humane treatment
“A mantra for all prison staff, old and new, should be put in place 
and hammered home once and for all; people are sent to prison AS a 
punishment and not TO BE punished.”

“I have been in prison now 
for over 30 years during this 
time I have attempted sui-
cide twice both times came 
close to death the second 
time was in outside hospital 
9 days. - These attempts 
came about because of the 
death of my 16 year old son. 
At this time I was in the seg-
regation units of the high 
security prisons and I can 
say that there has been lit-
tle help for me. It was only 
when I thought of attempt-
ing suicide for the third time 
that I met this senior officer 
in Wakefield segregation 
unit. This man had been 
present when the life sup-
port was switched off as his 
daughter passed away. This 
man took the time to sit and 
talk to me not as a prison 
officer and prisoner but two 
human beings. This man 
turned the tide for me and 
I never got the chance to 
thank him.” Many of you said, the 

way to improve prison-
er/staff relations is by:

l  Establishing and 
maintaining safe staff/
prisoner ratios and staff-
ing levels in all prisons;
l  Selecting, recruiting 
and retaining good, 
decent people who treat 
prisoners with humanity 
and respect and show 
common sense;
l  Supporting, training 
and supervising staff to 
meet national and inter-
national human rights 
standards.

To prevent suicide and self-
harm in prison, above all you 
called for sufficient, decent 
staff who would know, sup-
port and respect the prisoners 
in their care. Many respond-
ents said that there are simply 
not enough staff for them to 
do their job adequately as 
things stand. One wrote “From 
what I have seen staff rush 
around, giving little time to 
anything or anyone.” And 
another: “It should not come 
as a pleasant surprise when an 
officer says ‘hello’ and asks you 
how you are!”

Some of your letters noted that 
the reduction in staff has 
meant that limited staff time 
is spent dealing with those 
who are most visible - through 
vulnerability or indiscipline. 
One respondent argued that 
people who do not cause trou-
ble are liable to be forgotten: 
“I continue to feel unheard and 
out of sight out of mind.” 

The IAP received many trou-
bling letters and calls about a 
lack of respect and support. 
One respondent called for 
prisoners: “Not to be treated 
like nothing - treat them with 
dignity and respect they are 
son, father, brother or grand-
father of a human being”. 
Another requested: “… just a 
few officers that would help 
rather than laugh at you.”

The attitudes and actions of 
staff make a powerful impact 
on those in their custody: “Too 
many staff … do not project a 
positive attitude. The attitude 

is absorbed by prisoners and 
can prevent them from asking 
for help or cause them to stop 
taking part in treatments.” The 
IAP received one letter which 
noted: “Some staff do a decent 
job, others undo all the good 
work with nasty attitudes and 
personal axes to grind.” 

And a specific example: “I 
wanted to talk to a Listener late 
in the evening during lock-up. 
I rang the cell bell and was 
asked “What’s the emergen-
cy?” in an aggressive way. The 
officer showed no empathy or 

• IAP and Inside Time 
agree to work together 
on Keeping Safe infin-
itives with the support 
of the Samaritans to 
prevent suicide and 
self-harm in custody;
• IAP Freepost set up.

• Inside Time publishes first 
Keeping Safe article and calls for 
response from prisoners;
• Prison Radio joins Keeping Safe;
• IAP gives evidence in Parliament 
to Joint Committee on Human 
Rights reading from some of first 
Keeping Safe letters from prisoners.

• Inside Time publishes IAP and Samaritans articles;
• First Keeping Safe interview airs on Prison Radio 
and voicemail service starts;
• IAP meets Prisons Minister and Public Health 
Minister to discuss initial Keeping Safe findings;
• IAP presents initial Keeping Safe findings at 
HMPPS Safer Custody conference for Governors 
and Safer Custody Leads.

• Inside Time publishes IAP and HMPPS suicide and 
self-harm reduction articles;
• IAP presents Keeping Safe findings at Suicide and 
Self-Harm Forum hosted by Prisons Minister;
• Keeping Safe voicemail service closes on Prison 
Radio with 50 messages received;
• Second Keeping Safe interview airs on Prison Radio.
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compassion for me and made 
what was, for me, a bad situa-
tion far worse.” 
 
Most troubling of all were the 
letters and telephone messag-
es about bullying by staff or 
about officers goading prison-
ers into harming themselves. 
And most heartening were the 
examples of good profession-
al relationships like “…one 
particular officer who can tell 
just by talking to me how my 
mood is. He notices if I am 
down, if I don’t eat, if I don’t 
socialise.” One prisoner wrote 
that to prevent suicide and 
self-harm “the answer, I’m 
afraid, lies in the relationship 
between prison officers and 
inmates.” And another said: “I 
hope this letter shows the frus-
tration I feel, the prison officers 
need help too.”

Keeping Safe Page 2

You said that better use 
of incentives could be 
made by:

l  Increasing scope for 
earned privileges;
l  Making the IEP scheme 
fairer, more motivating 
and less punitive;
l  Reviewing and improv-
ing prisoners’ work 
opportunities and pay

Making better use of 
Assessment, Care-in-Custody 
and Teamwork (ACCT)
“I have been on quite a few ACCTs. Some have 
been useful, others haven’t. And I have been 
in 5 different prisons where they do things 
very differently to each other. In the past 5 
months I have been on 3 ACCTs, self-harmed 
on numerous occasions and overdosed/
attempted suicide on at least 2 occasions.”

We received a lot of letters about ACCT and many of you feel 
that, although the intention of ACCT is to safeguard prisoners, 
it has become more of a box ticking exercise: “ACCT regime 
clearly being used as a means of defensive observations tool 
rather than to provide team working and care”

“I do not feel that the ACCT system necessarily works that well. 
It can become a paper exercise of ticking boxes and just deciding 
how frequent observations should be.”

You offered many ideas of how it should become more focussed 
on the people involved: “ACCT needs to address the reasons 
behind mental health, not just monitor those on suicide watch.”

“I’ve been inside for 25 years, I’ve been a self-harmer, I’ve tried 
to commit suicide a number of times. And I think the way they 
should deal with it is by giving us the right treatment, the right 
therapy and actually having some respect for people who’ve self-
harmed. Instead of saying that you’re a pain in the arse and you’re 
going on an ACCT. Give us some support. Try and help us through 
the hard times that we’re going through.” 

“Basically [what’s needed is] less paperwork for the staff to do 
and a bit more time for them to give to people with issues”

“Staff with special training that can be approached without fear 
of being put on an ACCT would help. Often it is that fear that stops 
people coming forward.”

The view that ACCT operates more for the benefit of prison staff and 
less for prisoners was felt so strongly by some respondents that 
they described people deliberately hiding their feelings to avoid 
ACCT being started. You said daily life for those subject to ACCT 
procedures is so intrusive: “Having a torch shone in his face 
every hour at night prevents sleep. This led to massively increased 
sleep deprivation, which only makes your desperation worse.” 
And that “to get any comfort or peace you need to get off ACCT.” 

You said that better use could be made of ACCT by:

l  Examining if ACCT has become a box-ticking exercise 
and focusing on making it more meaningful and effective;
l  Increasing the involvement of prisoners, mental health 
professionals and family members in the ACCT process;
l  Ensuring care maps are established, regularly 
reviewed and followed through.

Improving 
incentives 
and earned 
privileges 
“Prison officers must 
be discouraged from 
bullying prisoners but 
instead treat them as 
fellow human beings. 
Often prisoners are 
treated with contempt 
and bullied with IEP 
warnings for the most 
trivial reasons, and 
often end up on a Basic 
Regime for 30 days or 
more. This causes 
depression and can 
often lead to suicide.”

A number of you had neg-
ative views of the IEP sys-
tem. A frequent view was 
that the application of the 
system by members of staff 
was often arbitrary and 
unjust: “Prisoners who 
have earned enhanced sta-
tus are being denied it and 
the rewards that go with it.”

“All it takes is a screw 2 dis-
like you and your on Basic.” 

“This IEP system is not good. 
Prisoners are receiving neg-
ative entries for self-harming”

“IEP downgrades to IEP 
Basic level that means 23 
hours behind one’s door, no 
TV and a pay level of £2.50 
per week, no private cash a 
drop in entitlement of visits.” 

Many of you also spoke of 
your frustration that week-
ly pay for prisoners has 
remained low while many 
of the items you need to 
buy have steadily increased 
in cost at the same time as 
opportunities for paid work 
in prison, and on temporary 
release, have decreased:  
“weekly pay that prisoners 
receive needs to be reviewed”
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• Confidential access for 
IAP Keeping Safe letters 
agreed with HMPPS;
• IAP updates Phil Copple, 
Executive Director Prisons, 
HMPPS, on Keeping Safe.

• Inside Time publishes Keeping Safe 
articles by Phil Copple, and Kathy Baker, 
founder of the Samaritan Listeners;
• IAP meets Prisons and Probation 
Ombudsman to discuss Keeping Safe;
• IAP members analyse Keeping Safe letters 
and phone calls and identify key themes.

• Inside Time publishes article by 
Inquest on Effect of self-inflicted 
deaths on families;
• IAP visits HMP Bristol to discuss 
Keeping Safe with Samaritan Listeners;
• Over 100 prisoners’ letters received 
and replies sent.

• Inside Time publishes IAP article on 
outcomes of work to prevent deaths 
of women in custody;
• IAP updates Michael Spurr, HMPPS 
Chief Executive, on Keeping Safe;
• August 2017 onwards: IAP shares 
prisoners’ views and solutions with 
Ministers, and works with departments.

• Inside Time 
publishes 
special report 
on Keeping 
Safe prisoners’ 
views and 
solutions.
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Page 3 Keeping Safe

Meeting basic 
needs
“I’ll be honest unless I request or 
instigate help, I don’t have a con-
versation with anyone save for my 
peers from one month to the next. 
It’s just taken for granted that I’ll 
cope, swept along in the surf like 
everyone else - if I’m walking, talk-
ing and breathing, I must be ok 
mustn’t I?”

We included this section called ‘basic needs’ 
which encompasses the simple, everyday parts 
of prison life that people not in custody may 
take for granted. However, you made clear the 
impact they have on those in prison: “in pris-
on what may seem trivial to others seem very 
important in a prisoner’s eyes.” You highlight-
ed just how restricted daily life is for many 
people in custody: “We only get one shower a 
week, one phone call a week. One session of 
exercise a week.” 

Many respondents suggested quite basic ideas 
to try to improve the mood and morale of those 
in prison including - “More time outside at 
weekends - what harm is it to open the wing 
doors into [the] exercise yard during summer 
so you can walk freely in and out and feel the 
sun on your face?” - “ More library. We get 10 
mins once a week to find a book;” - “A chance 
to do a course where you work hard to achieve 
good marks … and a reward for achieving it” 

This type of comment was repeated many times 
by others who made suggestions such as allow-
ing in to the prison: “Perhaps even some stray 
pets like they have in America for lifer prisoners.” 

One writer suggested that new prisoners: “ .. 
should be provided with a single cell initially … 
instead of sharing cells with someone you do 
not get on with which can cause anxiety or lead 
to suicide or self-harm.” 

Whereas another warned: “I would say that the 
vast majority of suicides and self-harm occurs 
when the prisoner is alone in their cell, frustrat-
ed in despair and with no one to talk to, and I 
think being alone is a major contributing factor.”

Many wanted to focus on future opportunities 
to avoid hopelessness and maintain personal 
responsibility and a sense of self: “…the loss 
or feelings of loss of ones own humanity can 
lead to despair that for some may lead to self 
harm and suicide is not helped by a prison sys-
tem that seems set on one’s past needs as 
opposed to the here and now and the future most 
all strive for.”

Prison safety
“This is my priority and as the new Secretary of State, I am com-
mitted to building on the essential reforms that are already under 
way to make prisons places of safety and reform. That has to start 
with the numbers of prison officers available to support offenders. 
More staff will provide the capacity for them to give more time to 
directly supervising offenders, through one-to-one support from a 
key worker. This engagement will be a key measure in reducing the 
currently unacceptable levels of assaults, self-harm and suicides.”
Secretary of State for Justice David Lidington MP

Improving 
regimes
“Time behind the door is a joke. 
It’s basically 22 hours per day. 
There is no purposeful activity 
to keep people’s minds active.” 

Almost a third of your letters and calls relat-
ed to the fundamental issue of when - and 
for how long - prisoners are allowed out of 
their cells, and what they can do when they 
are out. The IAP received a telephone mes-
sage from one prisoner which summarised 
many of the comments from you: “… people 
need to have more time out of their cells and 
less shut downs with short notice.”

Many of you wrote about induction and how 
it important it is. Some prisons did this well: 
“And so here I am, at HMP Stafford. In fair-
ness, upon arrival, it was a breath of fresh 
air. The reception was warm, clean, comfort-
able and the staff were friendly. I was given 
a cup of tea by a Listener and he explained 
the scheme. I then moved to the Induction 
Wing which was clean, airy and welcoming. 
The first week was structured and my mood 
improved significantly.” 

And others badly: “The first night in [a 
London prison] is spent on E wing, or the 
‘induction wing’ as it is rather optimistically 
called … New arrivals are placed in a filthy, 
cold cell with an in-cell lavatory which is 
caked in what I can only imagine is something 
I really do not want to imagine! In my case I 
waited until 10.30 on my first night, despite 
multiple requests, before I was given any 
bedding. When this arrived, begrudgingly, it 
appeared to have suffered the same fate as 
the toilet - needless to say, I made do with-
out… The following morning, leaving the 
induction wing having received no induction 
(in fact I still have received no induction), I 
was taken to a wing and deposited outside 
a cell… the following twenty-two or so hours 
are spent locked away to stew and contem-
plate the next considerable chunk of life … 
The first night … for many is disgusting, 
degrading and inhumane … this treatment 
of new inmates serves as a perfect catalyst 
to a spiral into negative thinking and depres-
sion.”

Increasing family contact
“At this prison telephones are in cell and can be used 6.30am - 11pm. 
So if you’re feeling low you can contact family or friends for help, a 
chat or to offload. I feel this should be considered for every prison as 
this will help everyone.”

You wrote about family contact, and the importance of maintaining and developing relationships 
- both for their own sake, and to stave off feelings of isolation and depression. You explained 
how significant contact with families and friends can be in safeguarding lives when people are 
at their most vulnerable: “if people are in certain positions where they feel like to end their life 
would like to talk to a close friend who’s also in custody then it should be allowed.” 

Many of you spoke of the practical difficulties in keeping in touch with families such as the high 
cost of telephone calls, infrequent visits and the location of prisons. The cost of using prison 
telephones was repeated by a number of prisoners who made the following points: “Allowing 
basic access to family and friends would be an improvement. It is key to prisoners to maintain contact, 
how can they do this with the rising and very high costs in phone calls, an average call lasting 15 mins 
costs around £1.50 to £2…”. “There is minimal contact with family, you rarely get a job here so 
people who have no visits have no contact as the money they get is not enough for credit for the phone.”

Many of you told us that improvements in technology could go a long way to making such con-
tact easier: “I believe phones in cell will help a lot of people ring loved ones.”, “having a phone in 
cell could give a direct line 24 hrs to someone without anyone knowing or being able to mock them 
for doing so”. Another sought more use of technology and call for: “the blanket ban on internet 
access removed so prisoners can contact their families more.” 

Family members from Nepacs in the North East advised, amongst other things: • Prompt follow 
up from phone calls/messages from concerned family and friends, do not dismiss them as worriers, 
worse still, nuisances • Sometimes self-harm is a release/coping mechanism and ‘don’t do it’ 
attitude is not helpful • Need to reduce the length of time it takes to arrange telephone PIN/visits 
to sustain contact with family members - process should start at court.

You told us that basic needs can be met by: 

l  Maintaining a decent, safe, clean 
environment;
l  Developing a culture where people can 
maintain their identity, dignity and hope;
l  Ensuring access to sanitation, showers, 
exercise, fresh air, daylight and nourish-
ing food at sensible times.

You told us that family contact could be improved by: 

l  Introducing and rolling out across the prison estate in-cell telephones at reduced 
cost and access to IT;
l  Holding people as close to home as possible;
l  Setting up an emergency contact line for families and friends.

You said regimes could be improved by: 

l  Increasing time out of cell;
l  Developing a consistent pro-
gramme of purposeful activity, 
opportunities for work and ROTL;
l  Ensuring proper first night/induc-
tion procedures and thorough-going 
preparation for release.

I long for a proper conversation. 
I go to bed at 8pm and I cry. I cry 
for myself. I cry for wasted lives. 
I cry for relief.

Respondent
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Dealing with drugs 
and violence
“My suggestion is, obviously they need to stop 
the use of ‘Spice’ in prisons ‘cause that’s why 
a lot of people deteriorate that happened to 
me. I am very lucky to be here this day. I was 
actually cut down from hanging but mine 
was purely down to Spice use. So if we can 
get a grip on that in custody then I feel like 
that could be one thing that could stop it ... ”

Over 20% of your letters and telephones calls to the IAP empha-
sised the impact drugs can have in prisons. Someone described 
the prison system as “in the midst of an epidemic that’s called 
Spice”. Another wrote: “Spice and debt are without doubt the 
prison’s nemesis.” and “Prison right now is a very dangerous 
place, it’s unsafe for staff  and us inmates and it’s all to do with 
shortage of staff  and the legal high called ‘spice’ as it’s ruined 
the prison system.”

You explained the specifi c relationship between drugs, debt 
and suicide and prisons: “ … debt causes bullying and bullying 
causes stress and stress causes irrational thinking which causes 
self-harm”. 

You warned of the dangerous impact of bullying and said in 
many of your letters and phone calls: “Stop the bullying”. You 
want: “bullying to be taken more seriously to prevent suicides”. 
Several writers suggested more testing for NPS. Another pro-
posed solution was to increase prisoner wages to lessen the 
chances of prisoners and their families being captured by debts 
they will struggle to repay. A diff erent idea was proposed by 
one writer who said: “I believe there should be an amnesty for 
all users of spice along with treatment and counselling…”

Another writer spoke of his frustration with the amount of drugs 
in prison and expressed a wish to live in a drug-free environ-
ment: “Prisoners that don’t take drugs and hold a perfect 
enhanced record like myself to have a chance to serve their 
sentence on a wing free of drugs etc. I’m tired of druggies begging 
at my cell door it screws my head up. I shouldn’t have to serve a 
sentence with these idiots and trying to use the prison regime of 
rehabilitation and yet I’m stuck in hell where its impossible to 
be a better man. I’m surrounded by drugs.”

You said that the best ways to deal with violence, 
drugs and debt is by: 

l  Tackling/not tolerating bullying and threats; 
l  Improving testing for NPS and offering an amnesty/
treatment;
l  Allowing for safe disclosure and increasing support for 
prisoners who want to serve their sentence responsibly.
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Making greater use of peer support

Keeping Safe 
teamwork

“The inception of the Listeners’ 
scheme in Swansea prison in 1992 
is probably the best thing to have 
ever happened in prison. I would 
suggest that thousands of lives 
have been saved in that time.”

Messages about peer support were fairly even-
ly split between positive and negative com-
ments. You noted the possibility of confl icted 
motives of those involved in such schemes:

“The Listener system is potentially good but 
here is linked with the IEP system so may attract 
prisoners without the correct motivation to be 
Listeners.”  

“Governor must ensure that staff  do go to call 
out when inmates ask for Listeners as sometimes 
staff  will say there are no Listeners available, 
which I know is not true, especially at night.” 

Others pointed to a need for: “Stronger use and 
presence of Listeners and Peer Mentor roles.” 
Another noted: “I don’t think prisons make 
enough use of talent in the prison population 
with regard to peer support.” One gave an exam-
ple of the positive impact peer supporters have 
at HMP Hull: “ … we also try to promote a com-
munity feel within the wing and encourage peo-

You proposed making greater use of 
peer support by: 

l  Building up and supporting 
Samaritan Listeners; 
l  Making volunteering and taking per-
sonal responsibility a central part of the 
regime in partnership with voluntary 
organisations;
l  Increasing support for transgender 
prisoners and other vulnerable groups.

ple to engage in purposeful activities or employ-
ment … building the community spirit (so people 
look out for each other) and watching for behav-
ioural changes or proactively visiting prisoners 
to just see how they are from time to time.”

Another noted that peer supporters help each 
other as well as the people they are working 
with: “More volunteer work to keep people occu-
pied and feel they have a purpose to get up each 
morning.”

One prisoner wrote about the resource pres-
sures on the mental health services, and sug-
gested prisoners could help alleviate some of 
the burden, and off er support to those that need 
it: “I suggested Mental Health needed to train 
up suitable prisoners that could run friendship 
groups and low mood groups continuously on 
every wing in every prison every week.”

It has been a privilege to work 
on this Keeping Safe initiative 
with IAP chair Juliet Lyon, 
Kathy Baker, founder of the 
Samaritan Listeners, Jim 
Sanders, of Samaritan Prison 
Support, Andrew Fraser the 
head of Secretariat for the 
Ministerial Council on Deaths 
in Custody - and of course col-
leagues at Inside Time. The 
appalling statistics of self-
harm and suicide in prison 
need to be dealt with as a mat-
ter of urgency and clearly the 
people who really know the 
reasons and preventive strat-
egies are prisoners. As this 
document shows, the response 
to the call for evidence from 
people in prison has been 
magnifi cent. Well done every-
one involved.

You said justice and 
fairness can be 
achieved by: 

l Reviewing everyone 
still serving an IPP 
sentence with a view 
to release; 
l Engaging with 
people maintaining 
their innocence ;
l Making sense of 
sentence planning and 
progression.

Achieving 
justice and 
fairness
“I have seen so many 
IPP prisoners harming 
themselves unreported 
and taking any drugs 
just to end the suffering 
quickly because this is 
nothing but torture of 
the highest order…I 
myself [am an] IPP 
prisoner with tariff of 
2 ½ years, I have now 
served 11 years in 
total and still no end.”

Approximately a quarter of 
your letters and telephone 
messages focussed on the 
sentence or status of the 
respondent. Some described 
the stress for people main-
taining their innocence. 
Many focussed on the pres-
sure and uncertainty of 
Imprisonment for Public 
Protection (IPP) sentences. 
One described the link 
between his sentence and 
his feelings of suicide: “I’ve 
been in prison now nearly 7 
years, it’s my fi rst time in. I 
got a 3 year IPP in 2010 and 
from day one suicide is 
something I’ve considered.” 

Many of you wrote about 
the importance of hope and 
the need “to see light at the 
end of the tunnel. We need 
to feel like we have some 
power to determine our 
futures, power to eff ect some 
change in our lives that would 
give us hope that there is a 
future there for us.”

A number of people wrote 
in about the value of per-
sonal offi  cers and sentence 
planning: “Done well this 
could help make prison an 
ongoing positive experience 
with a realistic achievable 
goal at the end of the sen-
tence. It would give hope to 
those who arrive in prison 
feeling that it is a life ending 
experience.”
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